White Paper
Introduction
Diet Dr. Kelp token is a meme token project created in December 2021 from a group of artists and
technicians that believe in the power of Memes. We imagine a world where individuals can pay with
character in a decentralized financial system.

What is Diet Dr Kelp?
Diet Dr. Kelp is a BEP20 Token on Binance Smart Chain with built in Tokenomics to increase value by
burning tokens with every transaction.

Why Binance?
Binance is the most popular and cost efficient option at this moment in crypto and this is why we went
with the Binance smart chain. We want to provide personality options for cryptocurrency but we don’t
want to throw money away. Who wants to pay outrageous gas fees?

Diet Dr Kelp Tokenomics
Reward the holders and build stability!
• 1% of every transaction get burned
• 3% to fund marketing and project
At the heart we are a group of artists, healers, farmers and technicians. We have big plans for
marketing and building up the popularity and community of Diet Dr. Kelp Token. We recognize the
importance of marketing in the meme token space and it would be tragic to not have marketing built
into the Tokenomics of $KELP. Marketing will also be returned to the holders through rewards such as
NFT’s or giveaways to Active holders. We also understand the importance of value and stability which
is why 1 % of every transaction gets burned.
Marketing will also go to future projects and goals! We have projects that range from NFT’s to the
worlds most inexpensive water purifier!
We are also whitelisted on TribalDex by Hive-Engine for some added trading action along with
gaming! With an even better ecosystem built with ZERO gas fees.
The water purifier will be a 3-D printed four chambered stone / charcoal purification system. 3-D
plastic will start from recycled plastic bottles and material and then continue with fresh hemp plastic.
All info on purifiers will be published once the patent designs are complete.

